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Ions in partially ionized argon, nitrogen, and helium gas discharges are accelerated across a

magnetic field by an applied electric field, colliding with neutrals during the acceleration. The

momentum delivered by the electric force to the ions, which is equal to the momentum carried

by the mixed ion-neutral flow, is found by measuring the force exerted on a balance force meter

by that flow exiting the discharge. The power deposited in the ions is calculated by measuring

the ion flux and the accelerating voltage. The ratio of force over power is found for the three

gases, while the gas flow rates and magnetic field intensities are varied over a wide range of

values, resulting in a wide range of gas pressures and applied voltages. The measurements for

the three different gases confirm our previous suggestion [G. Makrinich and A. Fruchtman, Appl.

Phys. Lett. 95, 181504 (2009)] that the momentum delivered to the ions for a given power is

enhanced by ion-neutral collisions during the acceleration and that this enhancement is

proportional to the square root of the number of ion-neutral collisions. VC 2013 American Institute
of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4800012]

I. INTRODUCTION

The momentum carried by a flowing gas is an important

characteristic because of its effect on the interaction with

surfaces1–4 and for electric propulsion.5–7 Often the gas

acquires momentum through a full or partial ionization and a

subsequent acceleration of the charged particles across an

applied voltage. When the ionization is only partial, the mo-

mentum acquired by the charged ions can be redistributed

between all particles through collisions between ions and

neutrals. This redistribution of momentum that results in

energetic neutrals might be advantageous for certain indus-

trial processes. We have shown recently that if the ion-

neutral collisions occur during the acceleration of the ions by

the electric field, the total momentum gained by the ion flow

(and distributed between both ions and neutrals) is enhanced

considerably.8–10 Enhancement of the momentum delivered

by the electric field through ion-neutral collision is used in

ionic wind propulsion employing high-voltage corona

discharges.11–14 The thrust is provided by the electric pres-

sure and is limited by space charge of the ion flow.15 In our

configuration, the ions are accelerated in quasi-neutral

plasma, where electrons are magnetized, and the thrust is

provided by magnetic pressure.

Our purpose in the current study is to investigate the

rate of enhancement of the momentum delivery by ion-

neutral collisions. Our previous studies8,9 were done in argon

discharge only and for a limited range of pressure and mag-

netic field intensity. Here, we extend our measurements to

three gases, argon, nitrogen, and helium, and for a large

range of pressures and magnetic field intensities. We are

then able to show that the momentum enhancement agrees

with the theoretical analysis.8,9

In Sec. II, we present our previous calculation8,9 of the

enhancement of the momentum due to ion-neutral collisions.

We also present an expression for the ratio of the force

exerted by the flow over the deposited power. In Sec. III, we

describe the experimental setup. The experiments were con-

ducted in our Radial Plasma Source (RPS) which is an

upgraded version of our RPS used in previous studies.8,9 We

also describe, first time in detail, our Balance Force Meter

(BFM) which we used already in our previous study.9 The

BFM is used for measuring the force exerted by the mixed

ion-neutral flow, which equals the rate of momentum

delivery to the flow by the electric force. We also describe

how we measure the ion current and the accelerating voltage.

In Sec. IV, we present the actual measurements of the elec-

tric force on the flow, the ion current, and the accelerating

voltage. Finally, in Sec. V, we analyze the measurements

done for a wide range of parameters for three different gases

and show that indeed the momentum is enhanced according

to the model presented in Sec. II.

II. FORCE AND POWER

As we have shown,8,9 the total electric force at each

instant on ions that flow across an accelerating voltage, while

they are colliding with neutrals, is

FE ¼ mCit0

ffiffiffiffiffi
a

2k

r
: (1)

Here, m is the ion mass, Ci is the ion particle flux, a is the

length of the acceleration region, and k is the ion-neutral

collision mean-free-path. The maximal ion velocity is t0

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2eVac=m

p
;Vac being the accelerating voltage and e is the

elementary charge. This force equals the momentum per unit

time carried by the mixed ion-neutral flow that exits the

acceleration region, a momentum that was delivered to the

ions by the electric force and was redistributed between the

ions and the neutrals through collisions. In deriving Eq. (1),

we assumed that the electric field and k are constant along
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the ion acceleration and that the ion-neutral collision fre-

quency is ti=k, ti being the ion fluid velocity. We further

assumed that there is no ionization in the acceleration region

so that the ion particle flux is constant. Equation (1) is an

approximation of the force for the regime of a large number

of ion-neutral collisions so that

k� a: (2)

Equation (1) expresses the increase of the electric force

exerted on the ions by ion-neutral collisions, relative to the

case that ions are collisionless. The force is enhanced byffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=2k

p
. Equation (1) also describes the equivalent enhance-

ment by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=2k

p
of the momentum delivered by the electric

force to the ions, and, through collisions, to the ion-neutral

flow. At the limit k� a the ions transfer through collisions

most of the momentum that they gain from the electric force

to the neutral gas.

We emphasize that the process in which we are inter-

ested is not only the transfer of momentum that ions gain

by electric force to neutral gas. For such a process to occur,

it is enough that the ions collide with a neutral gas after

they have been accelerated. If the ion acceleration and the

momentum-transfer collisions occur in the same region

simultaneously, however, momentum is not only transferred

to the neutral-gas but also the total momentum delivered by

the electric force to the ion-neutral flow is greatly

increased.

Our purpose is to examine whether the enhancement of

momentum delivery to the flow actually happens and

whether the momentum delivery indeed obeys the scaling

described by Eq. (1). We measure the momentum carried by

the flow by measuring the force exerted by the flow on the

surface of our BFM. If the flow that exits the acceleration

region impinges on a surface and loses all its momentum

(but without being reflected), then the force exerted on the

surface equals the rate of the momentum loss, which, in turn,

equals the electric force that was exerted on the ions. We can

then test whether that measured force agrees with the force

calculated according to Eq. (1).

One important application of the present study is electric

propulsion. An important figure of merit for propulsion is the

ratio of thrust over power. The thrust on a spacecraft equals

the force exerted on the propellant that exits the thruster. The

power deposited in the ions for acceleration is

Pi ¼ eCiVac: (3)

We assume again that all the ions move across the full accel-

erating voltage. Obviously, the power deposited in the

plasma is larger and includes the power deposited in the elec-

trons. We calculate here the ratio of the force over the power

deposited in the ions, employing Eqs. (1) and (3). The ratio

is thus written as

FE

Pi
¼ 2

t0

ffiffiffiffiffi
a

2k

r
: (4)

The ratio of force over power is also enhanced by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=2k

p
relative to the case that ions do not collide.

For the comparison of the theoretical expression to exper-

imental measurements, we substitute into Eq. (4) k¼1=rN;r
is the ion-neutral collision cross-section and N is the neutral

gas density. Equation (4) takes therefore the form

FE

Pi
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mrNa

Vac

r
: (5)

In the next sections, we describe how we measure FE;
Pi; and Vac in order to test whether Eq. (5) is satisfied. In

Sec. III, we describe the experimental setup, the plasma

source and the measurements methods.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe our plasma source (subsec-

tion III A), the measurement of the electric force (subsection

III B), and the ion current and accelerating voltage (subsec-

tion III C).

A. Plasma source

The RPS8,9 has been upgraded by introducing a new

magnetic circuit that allows generating a larger magnetic

field and a new gas distributor that distributes the gas more

uniformly. The upgraded RPS shown in Fig. 1 consists of a

ceramic insulator, a molybdenum anode, a magnetic-field

generating solenoid, an iron core, a (new) gas distributor and

a cathode. The ceramic insulator is composed of two annular

disks and an axial segment glued together. The outer diame-

ter of each of the annular disks is 86 mm, the inner diameter

30 mm, and the axial distance between the two disks 8.5 mm.

The anode is a molybdenum wire of 2 mm diameter that has

a ring shape of 50 mm diameter. Together with the iron core,

the solenoid generates an axial magnetic field that is concen-

trated at the outer edge of the iron core. For a dc current of

4 A, the maximal magnetic field at the edge is 420 G (relative

to maximum 180 G in the previous version8,9). The working

gas is injected into the space between the two disks of ce-

ramic insulator through the gas distributor. The gas distribu-

tor consists of a central channel along the RPS axis, through

which the gas flows into six elongated holes (two of the holes

are seen in Fig. 1) of 24 mm length and 2 mm diameter. The

central part of the gas distributor is embedded in the iron

core. As described below, three different gases were used in

FIG. 1. The Radial Plasma Source.
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the experiment with various gas flow rates [argon 30–320

SCCM (Standard Cubic Centimeters per Minute), nitrogen

75–350 SCCM and helium 415–600 SCCM], and conse-

quently, the pressure in the vacuum chamber varied (argon

4.3–68 mTorr, nitrogen 9.3-82 mTorr, and helium 150-300

mTorr). The pressure was measured at a distance of 50 cm

from the RPS center by two pressure manometers: the

Baratron 627 for pressures up to 0.05 Torr with a precision

0.15% and the Baratron 626 for pressures up to 2 Torr with a

precision 0.25%.

A cathode is located at a distance of 8 cm from the RPS

axis. A voltage that is applied between the anode and the

cathode ignites a discharge and accelerates the plasma ions

radially outward across the axial magnetic field. Because of

the axial magnetic field, the electrons are expected to drift

azimuthally around the RPS and to move radially inward due

to collisions towards the anode. Indeed, when the magnetic

field is applied the discharge seems to be azimuthally uni-

form.8 The cathode also serves as a neutralizer of the ion-

flow current, by providing electrons that follow the ions that

leave the RPS in the radial direction. The cathode emits elec-

trons by heating a five-turn tungsten loop filament of 10 mm

diameter and 15 mm height, by a dc current of 19 A. The

loop is positioned inside a molybdenum cylinder in order to

reduce heating other parts of the source. A working gas of 4

SCCM gas flow rate flows through the cathode.8

The RPS is positioned at the center of a cross ISO-320

vacuum chamber.8 The vacuum chamber is equipped with

pressure measurement gauges and three gas flow meters and

is pumped to a base pressure of 0.01 mTorr by mechanical

and turbomolecular pumps. The procedure of the discharge

ignition and the RPS operation was described previously

also in Ref. 8.

In the experiments described here, the discharge current

was a chosen to be 1.1 A. For this value of the discharge cur-

rent, the RPS discharge was stable for a large range of values

of magnetic field and gas flow rate of the three used gases.

B. Balance force meter

As explained in Sec. II, we evaluate the electric force on

the ions, which equals the momentum flux carried by the

flow, by measuring the force exerted by that flow while im-

pinging on a sensing surface of our BFM. The force exerted

by the flow is the net force measured by the BFM, which is

the difference between the two forces acting in opposite

directions on the upstream and downstream sides.8 Similarly

to other impact force meters,16–21 the BFM measures the

force by balancing its torque with the torque of a calibrated

other force. In our first study,8 the calibrated force used in

our BFM was gravity, as the sensitive plate was a part of a

pendulum. In our later study,9 the BFM has been modified,

and a calibrated magnetic force was used as a balancing

force. Here, we describe in more detail the modified BFM,

which we also used in the present study.

The BFM is shown in Fig. 2. A force was exerted by the

flow on a sensing plate (20:2� 20:2 mm2), made of mica,

that is a part of a pendulum. The motion of the sensing plate

caused a motion of the attached aluminum reflecting plate,

resulting in the two beam lights, each emitted by a Light

Emitting Diode (LED) and collected by a photoresistor, to

differ in intensity. A LED and a photoresistor are denoted as

optical pair in Fig. 2. The displacement of the reflecting

plate, and consequently also that of the sensing plate was

prevented by driving current through a compensating coil

that generated a magnetic force on a permanent magnet that

was glued to the reflecting plate. The intensities of the two

beam lights being identical indicated that the pendulum was

at its equilibrium location and that the two torques were

equal-in-size relative to the axis of rotation. We then write

F ¼ b

l
FM: (6)

Here, F is the force exerted by the flow on the sensing plate

and FM is the opposing force exerted by the current in the

compensating coil on the reflecting plate through the glued

permanent magnet. As is shown in Fig. 2, the moment arms

are l and b (b ¼ 140 mm and l ¼ 82:2 mm in our BFM).

The force FM was calibrated, as described in Fig. 3, by

employing accurately-measured weights (accuracy of 10�4 g).

Two equal arms were connected to the upper part of the

BFM at the axis of rotation, symmetrically on the opposite

sides relative to the axis of rotation, as shown in Fig. 2. One

of the arms of the BFM, located at a distance af from the

axis of rotation (af ¼ 21:7 mm in our BFM), was loaded

with weights, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The compensating coil

current IC was adjusted so that the displacement vanished.

From torque equilibrium of the gravity force of the loaded

weight and of the magnetic force, FM; we find

FM ¼
af

b
mf g: (7)

Here, mf is the loaded mass and g ¼ 9:81 m=s2. A character-

istic for our BFM was measured and is presented in Fig.

3(b). From the characteristic, it was found that in the meas-

ured diapason of loaded weights, the magnetic force is a lin-

ear function of the coil current FM ¼ kf IC (kf ¼ 0.0013 mN/

mA for our BFM). The error in the slope was about 2.5%. If

we take into account additional error sources (the inaccuracy

FIG. 2. The Balance Force Meter.
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of b, l, and IC measurements), the error in the measured force

F was estimated as 3.5%. Additional considerations indicate

that also the error is at least 61 lN. A lack of perfect repro-

ducibility in the RPS operation results in an increased error,

and we conclude that the force measurements with the RPS

have 5% inaccuracy.

A force is exerted on the BFM by the neutral gas that

flows out of the RPS even when there is no discharge.9 The

net force exerted by the electric field, FE [expected to be

described by Eq. (1)], was found as the difference between

two forces

FE ¼ F1 � F2; (8)

where F1 is the force measured when the RPS discharge is

on and F2 is the force measured immediately after the dis-

charge is turned off. Both forces were measured at a distance

of 70 mm from the RPS axis. From the inaccuracies of F1 as

5% and of F2 as 3.5%, we determine the inaccuracy of FE as

6% of measured value and not better than 63 lN.

C. The ion particle flux and the accelerating voltage

The ion particle flux that flowed out of the RPS into the

sensing plate of the BFM, Ci, was deduced from Ci ¼ Ii=e,

where Ii is the ion current into the upstream side of the BFM.

The ion current Ii was found by measuring Iis, the current

into the upstream side of a Langmuir probe that is placed at

the location of the BFM, normal to the radial flow out of the

RPS. The current into the upstream side of the Langmuir

probe, Iis; is deduced from the total current and from the cur-

rent into the downstream side of the Langmuir probe.8 The

ion current is

Ii ¼
AF

Ap
Iis; (9)

where AF and Ap are the surface areas of the sensing plate of

the BFM and of the Langmuir probe, AF=Ap ¼ 1:2 in our

experiment.

The accelerating voltage is

Vac ¼ VA � Vp; (10)

where VA is the potential at the anode and Vp is the plasma

potential at the BFM location. The plasma potential was

measured by our Langmuir probe that was positioned 70 mm

away from the RPS axis, exactly where the sensing plate of

the BFM was positioned for the force measurements. Since

the cathode was grounded, the potential at the anode VA

equals the discharge voltage. The estimated relative errors

were 15% in Ci, 10% in Vac, and therefore18% in Pi. With

this error in Pi and the previous error estimate of 6% for the

force, the deduced FE=Pi has error of 20%.

We used the Langmuir theory to extract the ion cur-

rents Iis ; and the plasma potential Vp from the probe

measurements.22–24 The details of the analysis are given in

the Appendix.

IV. MEASUREMENTS: ELECTRIC FORCE, ION
CURRENT, AND ACCELERATING VOLTAGE

In this section, we present measurements of the electric

force, the current, and the accelerating voltage, as described

in the previous sections. Figures 4 and 5 present our meas-

urements for the argon discharge. In Fig. 4, shown are the

electric force on the ion flow that equals the force exerted on

the BFM [deduced according to Eq. (8)] and the accelerating

voltage [according to Eq. (10)]. Figure 5 shows Ii, the ion

current into the upstream side of the BFM [deduced from

Eq. (9)], and the pressure in the vacuum chamber measured

as described above. In both figures, the results are shown

FIG. 3. The BFM calibration: (a) a schematic;

(b) the calibration characteristic.

FIG. 4. For argon gas, the accelerating voltage Vac ¼ VA � Vp (dotted lines)

and the force exerted by the flow FE (solid lines) versus the gas flow rate for

various magnetic field intensities.
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versus the gas flow rate for two magnetic field intensities.

The magnetic field intensity denoted is the maximum inten-

sity in the middle plane of the RPS.

Figures 6–9 show equivalent measurements for a nitro-

gen discharge and a helium discharge, respectively. The

results are shown for a small number of magnetic field inten-

sities. Additional measurements that correspond to other val-

ues of the magnetic field are shown in Figs. 10–12. The

magnetic field intensities are somewhat different for the

three different gases, because the discharge is not stable for

the same range of magnetic field intensities for all three

gases. As mentioned above, the discharge current in all the

measurements was 1.1 A.

The dependencies shown in Figs. 4–9 should be

explained within a general model of the discharge. Even

without such a detailed model, it is apparent from the figures

that the ion current, the accelerating voltage and the force all

increase with the increase of the magnetic field. In addition,

the accelerating voltage decreases with the increase of the

gas flow rate. We note that a much higher mass flow rate,

and correspondingly a much higher pressure, is needed to

maintain the helium discharge. This is because the helium

ionization energy is considerably larger than the argon or

nitrogen ionization energy.

We now examine whether the results presented in Figs.

4–9 support the relations described in Sec. II and show that

indeed the electric force exerted on the flow increases due to

ion-neutral collisions.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we demonstrate the enhancement of the

momentum delivered to the flow by electric force as a result

of ion-neutral collisions. The enhancement is shown to sat-

isfy the relation in Eq. (1). For the values of the quantities in

Eq. (5), we substitute the measured force FE and power into

the ions Pið¼ IiVacÞ. The neutral-gas density is not measured

inside the RPS and we approximate it as N ¼ Pn=kTn, where

Pn is the gas pressure measured in the vacuum chamber, as

described in Sec. II, Tn is the (not measured) neutral-gas

temperature, and k is the Boltzmann constant. Equation (5)

takes therefore the form

FIG. 6. For nitrogen gas, the accelerating voltage Vac ¼ VA � Vp (dotted

lines) and the force exerted by the flow FE (solid lines) versus the gas flow

rate for various magnetic field intensities.

FIG. 7. For nitrogen gas, the ion current Ii (dotted lines) and the pressure in

the vacuum chamber Pn (solid line) versus gas flow rate for various mag-

netic field intensities.

FIG. 8. For helium gas, the accelerating voltage Vac ¼ VA � Vp (dotted

lines) and the force exerted by the flow FE (solid lines) versus the gas flow

rate for various magnetic field intensities.

FIG. 5. For argon gas, the ion current Ii (dotted lines) and the pressure in the

vacuum chamber Pn (solid line) versus gas flow rate for various magnetic

field intensities.
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FE

Pi
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mrPna

VackTn

r
: (11)

Figure 10 shows FE=Pi as a function of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn=Vac

p
for the

three different gases. For each one of the three gases, the de-

pendence is indeed approximately linear, confirming our

main assertion that the collisions increase the ratio of force

over power. The slopes are different for the three gases since

the mass m as well as the collision cross section r are differ-

ent for the three gases. We note that the dependence is

approximately linear even though it is not clear that Tn and a
do not vary between the various measurements. The Pearson

correlation coefficients are r¼ 0.90 for argon, r¼ 0.90 for

nitrogen as well, and r¼ 0.69 for helium. Since Eq. (11) is

obtained for several simplifying assumptions, these correla-

tions are high. However, as expected, the correlation coeffi-

cient for all the measurements of the three gases is low,

r¼�0.12.

Next, we plot FE=Pi
ffiffiffi
u
p

as a function of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn=Vac

p
for

the three gases (Fig. 11). Here, u is the ion mass number, the

ion mass divided by the proton mass (40 for argon, 28 for

nitrogen, and 4 for helium). For each one of the three gases,

the dependence is again approximately linear, as before,

since all the values for the same gas were simply multiplied

by the same factor, 1=
ffiffiffi
u
p

. The difference between the slopes

of the three gases is smaller than in Fig. 10. Indeed, the

Pearson correlation coefficient for all three gases together is

r ¼ 0:43, relative to r ¼ �0:12 in Fig. 10 (the individual

correlation coefficients of each gas is the same as before).

The increased correlation reflects the incorporating of the

effect of the ion mass according to Eq. (1). There is still the

effect of the different collision cross-sections to be taken

into account.

Figure 12 shows FE=Pi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ur
p

as a function of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn=Vac

p
for the three gases. The collision cross section depends on

the ion energy that determines the relative velocity between

ions and neutrals. For the regime of ion energies expected

in our experiments, the cross section variation is small.

Therefore, for each gas, we take a uniform characteristic

value. The cross section r is approximated as 100

�10�20 m2 for argon,25 90� 10�20 m2 for nitrogen,25 and

30� 10�20 m2 for helium.26 The Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient for the three gases together reaches now the high value

of r ¼ 0:91: Thus, this high correlation indicates that the

FIG. 10. The force over power.

FIG. 11. The force over the power normalized to the square root of the ion

mass number.

FIG. 12. The force over the power normalized to square root of product of

the ion mass number and collision cross-sections.

FIG. 9. For helium gas, the ion current Ii (dotted lines) and the pressure in

the vacuum chamber Pn (solid line) versus gas flow rate for various mag-

netic field intensities.
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momentum is enhanced and that this enhancement is

described well by our model.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally the

enhancement of momentum delivery to ions due to collisions

of ions with neutrals. For the implementation of this

enhancement for electric propulsion, the efficiency of the

process has to be high. This issue is under investigation.
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APPENDIX: ION CURRENT AND PLASMA POTENTIAL
DEDUCED FROM LANGMUIR PROBE
MEASUREMENTS

According to Langmuir’s theory, the current from the

probe to the plasma I, the I-V characteristic, is

I ¼ Iesexp � eðVp � VÞ
kTe

� �
� Iis V < Vp: (A1)

Here, Iis is the constant-value ion current when the probe

potential V is smaller than the plasma potential Vp; and Ies is

the constant-value electron current when V is larger than Vp:
Also, Te, the electron temperature, is assumed much higher

than the ion temperature. When currents into the upstream

side of the Langmuir probe are measured, Iis is used in

Eq. (9) to deduce Ii.

The ion current Iis can be found in the standard way as

the ion saturation current for negative enough probe voltage,

as shown in the example in Fig. 13. We note that Iis can also

be found by analyzing the I-V characteristic in the neighbor-

hood of the floating potential (I ¼ 0). Taking the derivative

of I with respect to V in Eq. (A1), we obtain

dI

dV
¼ eI

kTe
þ eIis

kTe
V < Vp : (A2)

At the neighborhood of the floating potential, dI=dV is linear

with respect to I. We can find Iis by extrapolating the straight

line to the point where dI=dV¼ 0, so that Iis ¼ �IðdI=
dV¼ 0). As both ways are equivalent, we see in Fig. 13 that

indeed, Iis, deduced by the two ways, is the same.

Extracting the value of Iis from Eq. (A2) is sometimes advan-

tageous, however, since it is expected to provide the value of

Iis even if the sheath width becomes too large for a large neg-

ative probe voltage,27 or when one does not want to extract

large probe currents, but rather to perform the measurements

near the floating potential.

We turn now to the estimate of the plasma potential. We

need to know the plasma potential in order to evaluate the

accelerating voltage [Eq. (10)]. We easily measure the

floating potential Vf and, as a first approximation, we can

estimate the accelerating voltage as Vac ¼ VA � Vf . In a non-

flowing (argon) plasma, the plasma potential Vp is about

5:2kTe=e higher than the floating potential Vf .
26,28 In order to

find Te, we use the slope of the straight line described by Eq.

(A2), similarly to the standard way. In the example in Fig.

13, the electron temperature Te at the location of the BFM is

Te ffi 2:5 eV: Generally, Te at the location of the BFM is

found to vary in our experiments for the three gases between

2 and 5 eV, so that typically 5:2kTe=eðVA � Vf Þ � 0:25: We

would like to evaluate more accurately the accelerating volt-

age by using the value of Vp in the accelerating voltage

instead of Vf . The plasma in our experiment is flowing how-

ever. The relation between Vp and Vf (generalized to flowing

plasmas) is

Vp¼Vf þ
kTe

e
ln

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m

2pme

r� �
þ1

2
�M2

2

� �
M� 1;

Vp¼Vf þ
kTe

e
ln

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m

2pme

r� �
� lnM

� �
M� 1:

(A3)

Here, M � ti=tB is the Mach number, where tB �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kTe=m

p
:

Equations (A3) are easily derived by taking into account the

reduction of the presheath voltage in the subsonic regime

and the reduction of the sheath voltage in the supersonic re-

gime. The floating potential in a supersonic plasma is higher

than in a non-flowing plasma, and we may underestimate the

accelerating voltage by DVac ¼ ðkTe=eÞ½1=2þ lnM	. From

an estimate of the number of collisions in our experiments,

M � 3: Therefore, the error introduced in the accelerating

voltage by assuming Vp � Vf ¼ 5:2 kTe=e, neglecting the

plasma flow, turns out to be DVac=Vac � 0:07. This is a small

error which is within the 10% error estimated in Sec. III C.
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FIG. 13. Example for the analysis of the I-V characteristic of a Langmuir
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